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1 Introduction
1.1 This code of practice relates to the powers and duties conferred or imposed under
Part III of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (‘the Act’). It provides
guidance to be followed when exercising powers under Part III of the Act (‘Part III’) to
require disclosure of protected electronic information (electronic data) in an intelligible
form or to acquire the means by which protected electronic information may be
accessed or put in an intelligible form.
1.2 This code applies to the exercise and performance by any person (other than a judicial
authority or a Judicial Commissioner) of the powers and duties conferred or imposed
by or under Part III.
1.3 The code should be readily available, in written or electronic form, to members of any
public authority involved in the investigation of protected electronic information and to
persons upon whom any duty is imposed under Part III of the Act.
1.4 The exercise of powers and duties under Part III is kept under review by the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner appointed under section 227 of the
Investigatory Powers Act 2016 (‘the Commissioner’).
1.5 The Act provides that the code is admissible in evidence in criminal and civil
proceedings. If any provision of the code appears relevant to a question before any
court or tribunal hearing any such proceedings, or to the Tribunal established under
the Act (‘the Investigatory Powers Tribunal’), or to the Commissioner, it must be
taken into account.
1.6 This version of the code reflects changes to the oversight of investigatory
powers made under the Investigatory Powers Act 2016.
1.7 This code extends to the United Kingdom.
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2 Background
2.1 Information security technologies have allowed electronic commerce to flourish,
enabling businesses and individuals to secure and protect their electronic data
and to maintain the privacy of their electronic communications. Individuals going
about their lawful business, both openly and privately, use these technologies
every day.
2.2 Terrorists and criminals use the same technologies to protect their electronic data
and the privacy of their electronic communications, to conceal evidence of their
unlawful conduct and to evade detection or prosecution.
2.3 At its simplest the protection of electronic data is undertaken using a password
which, if correct, gives access to the data in an intelligible form. More complex
applications use cryptography both to protect access to the data and to put the
data itself into a form that is unintelligible without the correct password or key.
2.4 Cryptographic technologies, which have been essential to the success of ecommerce and online businesses, have various uses:
•
•
•
•
•

Authentication – guaranteeing that the originator or recipient of data is the
person they claim to be;
Availability – assurance that the systems responsible for delivering, storing
and processing data are accessible when needed, by those who need them;
Confidentiality – protecting data to ensure that its contents cannot be read
by anyone other than an intended recipient;
Integrity – guaranteeing that data has not been accidentally or deliberately
corrupted;
Non-repudiation – preventing the denial of previous commitments or actions.

2.5 Primarily it is application of cryptography to the confidentiality of data which is
exploited by terrorists and criminals to protect their data, whether it is stored data,
on a disk or other storage device, or data being communicated from one to another
or from one to many others. The measures in Part III are intended to ensure that
the ability of public authorities to protect the public and the effectiveness of their
other statutory powers are not undermined by the use of technologies to protect
electronic information.
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3 Scope of the powers
3.1

Part III provides a statutory framework that enables public authorities to require
protected electronic information which they have obtained lawfully or are likely to
obtain lawfully be put into an intelligible form; to acquire the means to gain
access to protected information and to acquire the means to put protected
information into an intelligible form.

3.2

The specific provisions are:
• power to require disclosure of protected information in an intelligible form
(section 49);
• power to require disclosure of the means to access protected information
(section 50(3)(c));
• power to require disclosure of the means of putting protected information
into an intelligible form (section 50(3)(c)); and
• power to attach a secrecy provision to any disclosure requirement (section 54).

3.3

Failure to comply with a disclosure requirement or a secrecy requirement is a
criminal offence.

3.4

Public authorities that use, or seek to use, the provisions in Part III will do so with
the objective of securing necessary access to lawfully acquired protected
information in an intelligible form, and, where necessary and proportionate to do
so, to seek or to require assistance to do that.

3.5

In practice this means that investigators must take into account the legitimate
needs of businesses and individuals to maintain the integrity of their information
security management processes and will, wherever practical, require the
disclosure, or seek assistance to secure the disclosure, of protected information in
an intelligible form.

3.6

When exceptional circumstances do arise, access to protected information in an
intelligible form may be achieved more readily by securing the application of an
established process to the data rather than requiring the disclosure of key material
and creating a bespoke decryption facility where the processing may, even then,
be undertaken by a technically competent employee of a firm or business under
supervision of the investigator. Processing data the way it would have been
processed ordinarily, in so far as that is practical, will also reduce costs and
minimise any potential collateral intrusion.

3.7

Requiring the disclosure of the means to access protected information or to put it
into an intelligible form should be undertaken only where the investigator, or the
person able to grant permission to impose that requirement, reasonably believes
that assistance to make the protected information available in an intelligible form
or in compliance with a requirement to disclose the protected information in an
intelligible form is unlikely to be forthcoming or effective.

3.8

Consequently use of the power to require disclosure of key material can be
expected to be used only where a person who is able to put the protected
information into an intelligible form indicates or suggests that they will not exercise
that ability either voluntarily or upon compulsion. In practice this means the power
is more likely to be exercised in relation to individuals who are the subject of
investigation and are responsible for protecting information which is believed to be
evidence of unlawful conduct or relevant material to the investigation.
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3.9

The National Technical Assistance Centre (NTAC),1 which provides technical
support to public authorities, particularly law enforcement agencies and the
intelligence services, includes a facility for the complex processing of lawfully
obtained protected electronic information.

3.10

NTAC is the lead national authority for all matters relating to the processing of
protected information into an intelligible form and to disclosure of key material.
No public authority may serve any notice under section 49 of the Act or, when
the authority considers it necessary, seek to obtain appropriate permission
without the prior written advice of NTAC or another appropriate public body,
either in relation to an individual case or category of cases. Advice should not
be sought from another appropriate body (i.e. a public body other than NTAC)
unless the Secretary of State has agreed that it is appropriate for that public
body to provide advice about the exercise of functions conferred by Part III.

3.11

In this way NTAC or another appropriate public body will support public
authorities to ensure that the exercise of the powers in Part III is undertaken
appropriately, expertly and with the highest regard for compliance with the
requirements and principles of the Act and this code. The role of NTAC or
another appropriate public body will provide assurance to the Commissioner
that the scope for inappropriate use of the powers is mitigated.

Protected Information
3.12

Protected information means any electronic data, which, without a key to the
data cannot, or cannot readily:
•
•

3.13

be accessed, or
be put into an intelligible form.

Section 49(1) of the Act describes various means by which protected
information has come into, or may come into, the possession of any person
within a public authority. This includes information that has been, or is likely to
be:

Within the scope of section 49(1)(a) of the Act:
• acquired by exercising a statutory power to seize, detain, inspect, search for
property or to interfere with documents or other property;
– for example, seized under a judicial search warrant under section 8 of the Police
and Criminal Evidence Act 1984;
– for example, disclosed in compliance with a judicial production order under
Schedule 1 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984;
– for example, obtained under a targeted equipment interference warrant or
targeted examination warrant issued under Part 5 of the Investigatory
Powers Act 2016;
Within the scope of section 49(1)(b) of the Act:
•

1
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acquired by the exercise of a statutory power to intercept communications
or obtain secondary data from communications, for example under a
warrant issued under Part 2 of the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 (lawful
interception of communications);

NTAC may be contacted at: ripaiii@ntac.gsi.gov.uk

Within the scope of section 49(1)(c) of the Act:
•
•

acquired by undertaking conduct authorised under Part 3 of the Investigatory
Powers Act 2016 (authorisations for obtaining communications data) or Part 6
Chapter 2 of that Act (bulk acquisition warrants);
acquired by undertaking conduct authorised under Part II of the Act (whether an
authorisation for carrying out directed surveillance under section 28, for carrying
out intrusive surveillance under section 32, or for the conduct or the use of a
covert human intelligence source under section 29);

Within the scope of section 49(1)(d) of the Act:
•

provided to, or disclosed to, a public authority in the exercise of any statutory
duty whether or not the provision or disclosure of information was requested;

Within the scope of section 49(1)(e) of the Act:
•

acquired lawfully by any of the security and intelligence services,2 the police,
National Crime Agency (NCA) or HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) without
using statutory powers, including information voluntarily disclosed to those
authorities by a member of the public.

3.14

Section 49(1) provides by the words “has come in to the possession of any
person .... or is likely to do so” that a public authority can seek permission to give
a section 49 notice (‘a notice’) at the same time as seeking to exercise a
statutory power to obtain the information or in anticipation of such action. This
will occur in circumstances where there is an expectation that the information
being sought is protected. For example an application for, and the issue of, a
search warrant, production order or interception warrant may include reference
to protected information likely to be seized, produced or intercepted.

3.15

A notice may be given where a person has appropriate permission3 and
reasonably believes that:
• a key4 to the protected material is in possession of any person;5
• a disclosure requirement in respect of the protected information is necessary:
– in the interests of national security;6
– for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime;7

2

The Security Service, the Secret Intelligence Service and GCHQ.

3

See Section 9 of this code.

4

Examples of the sorts of material that can constitute ‘a key’ are described in paragraph 3.18 to 3.21.

5

Section 81(1) of Act defines ‘person’ to include any organisation and any association or combination of
persons.

6

One of the functions of the Security Service is the protection of national security and in particular the
protection against threats from terrorism. Where a disclosure requirement is considered necessary in the
interests of national security a person in another public authority should not give a notice under the Act
where the operation or investigation falls within the responsibilities of the Security Service, as set out
above, except where that person is a member of a Counter-Terrorism Unit or the Metropolitan Police
Counter Terrorism Command, or where the Security Service has agreed a notice may be given by a
member of another public authority in relation to an operation or investigation which would fall within the
responsibilities of the Security Service.

7

Detecting crime includes establishing by whom, for what purpose, by what means and generally in what
circumstances any crime was committed, the gathering of evidence for use in any legal proceedings and
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– in the interests of the economic well-being of the United Kingdom so far
as those interests are also relevant to the interests of national security , or
– for the purpose of securing the effective exercise or proper performance by
any public authority of any statutory power or statutory duty;
• the imposition of such a requirement is proportionate to what is sought to be
achieved by its imposition, and
• that it is not reasonably practicable for the person with the appropriate
permission to obtain possession of the protected information in an intelligible
form without the giving of a notice.

Protected information in an intelligible form
3.16 In the Act and throughout this code references to protected information being
‘intelligible’ or ‘put into an intelligible form’ include restoring the protected
information to a condition it was in before being protected, whether by encryption or
other process. This will be the condition in which the information or data was
originally generated or processed before being protected or any condition it was in
before being protected. In other words putting information into an intelligible form
can include restoring it to a previously protected form to which further decryption or
similar process needs to be applied to the information or data in order to
comprehend it fully.
3.17 Information put into its original condition must remain in that condition for a period
of time that is sufficient to meet the reasonable needs of the person to whom the
disclosure is made. Information is not put into an intelligible form if it is put into its
original condition, or restored to a previously protected form, only momentarily or
for an unreasonably short period of time.

Description of a key
3.18 A key to data means any key, code, password, algorithm or other data (including any
proprietary software or cryptographic process) the use of which, by itself or with
another key or keys:
• allows protected electronic data to be accessed, or
• facilitates putting protected electronic data into an intelligible form.
3.19 All manner of material can constitute a key. A key can be a plain language password
or pass-phrase. It can include, for example, words, phrases or numbers written on
any form of paper, plastic cards bearing numbers, electronic chips or magnetic strips
and all forms of removable or fixed media for storing electronic data. It can include
intangible material, for example, sounds or movements or comprise biometric data
derived from, for example, fingerprint readers or iris scanners. Equally key material
can be retained in the memory of an individual.
3.20 Ordinarily, for the purposes of this code and in the exercise of the powers contained
in Part III, a key will be specific to protected information described in a corresponding
notice.
3.21 Supporting information which takes the form of proprietary software that will render
intelligible otherwise unintelligible data or more complex material such as algorithms
for either or both encryption and decryption of data, comprising computer code (in
the apprehension of the person (or persons) by whom any crime was committed. See section 81(5) of the
Act.
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written, source or executable form) or a functional description of the algorithm or
code is unlikely to be a key that is unique to any specific protected electronic data but
may, nonetheless, be a relevant key to such data. As such, any reference to a key or
to key material can include supporting information.
3.22 Where supporting information is in the possession of a person, a notice for the
disclosure of a key may require the disclosure of such supporting information.
3.23 A person from whom protected electronic data has been lawfully seized or
otherwise acquired may not be in possession of supporting information that is the
intellectual property or proprietary right of another person.
3.24 Reference to any key includes split-keys which, when used in combination, form a
single key. Circumstances can arise where it is necessary to combine several splitkeys before protected information can be made accessible or put into an intelligible
form. This may require separate notices to be given to those persons holding the
split-keys (either all of them or sufficient number of them) to require them, acting
together, to provide access to the protected information or disclose it in an
intelligible form. Equally a notice may be served on a holder of a split-key who
undertakes to seek the assistance of such other persons holding other parts of the
key or holding any other part of the key in order to fulfil a requirement to provide
access to the protected information or disclose it in an intelligible form.

Electronic signature keys
3.25 Any key intended to be used for the purpose only of generating electronic
signatures and which has not in fact been used for any other purpose can never
be the subject of a disclosure requirement.8
3.26 An electronic signature means anything in electronic form which is incorporated into
or logically associated with any electronic communication or other electronic data,
generated by the signatory or other source of the data, and which establishes the
authenticity of the data, its integrity, or both by providing a link between the
signatory or other source and the communication or data.
3.27 Where there are reasonable grounds to believe that a key used as an electronic
signature has also been used for confidentiality purposes, that key may be required
to be disclosed under the terms of the Act. Particular care must be taken when
requiring the disclosure of a key that has been used as a signature key to ensure the
key is used only for the purposes described in the disclosure notice.

Multi-use keys
3.28

Multi-use keys are keys used to protect more than one item of information, or have
been used for signature purposes as well as for putting information into an
intelligible form or for protecting all the communications sent to a person only some
of which may be the subject of a disclosure notice. Particular care should be taken
when a multi-use key is required to access protected information or to disclose it in
an intelligible form. The notice must explain explicitly what is required and that it is
proportionate to what is sought to be achieved.9

8

See Section 49(9) of the Act.

9

See also paragraph 8.4
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Session keys
3.29

Session keys are temporary keys used to encrypt or decrypt communications in a
single “session”. They are often ephemeral and usually unknown to their users.
Even when they are not ephemeral a user may nonetheless have limited ability to
generate, regenerate or recall them.

Possession of a key
3.30 Possession of a key by a person (‘the person’) can include circumstances
where the key is in their own possession or in the possession of:
•
•

an employee or other individual under their control, or
a trusted third party or other service provider and the person has an
immediate right of access to it or to have it transmitted or otherwise
supplied to him.

3.31 Where the key is, or is contained in, anything which the person, an employee or
other individual under their control is entitled, in exercise of any statutory power and
without otherwise taking possession of it, to detain, inspect or search, that key is in
the possession of the person. This means the key is, or is in, something to which
the person or anyone under their control has lawful access.
3.32 Where more than one person is in possession of the key to protected information,
and at least one of those is in possession of that key in his capacity as an officer or
employee of a corporate body or firm and another is also an officer or employee of
the body, or a partner of the firm (or is the corporate body or firm itself), a notice
imposing a disclosure requirement shall not be given to any officer or employee of
the body or employee of the firm who is in possession of the key unless that person
is a senior officer of the body or a partner of the firm. In this context senior officer
means a director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the corporate body
(and where the body is managed by its members a director means one of its
members).
3.33 In practice this means notices should be served upon a person holding a position
such as company secretary, legal director, chief information officer, information
disclosure manager, law enforcement liaison manager, single point of contact or
other post designated for the purpose of receiving notices served upon the
company or firm.
3.34 Where it appears to a person giving a notice that there is no senior officer of the
company, or partner of the firm, or a more senior employee to whom it would be
reasonably practicable to give the notice, the notice shall be given to an officer or
employee in possession of the key. This means an investigator giving a notice must
always seek to give that notice to the most senior officer or employee in possession
of the key whether or not any less senior officer or employee of the body, or
employee of the firm, would be capable of complying with the disclosure notice.
3.35 The requirements for giving a notice to corporate bodies or firms do not apply where
the special circumstances of the case mean that the purpose or purposes for which
the notice is to be given would be defeated, in whole or in part, if the notice were
required to be given to a senior officer of the company or a partner of the firm or a
senior employee to whom it would otherwise be reasonably practicable to give the
notice. This can include circumstances where a senior officer of the company or a
partner of the firm is the subject of, or connected to, the investigation or operation.
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Necessity and proportionality
3.36 Exercise of the powers to require disclosure of protected information, disclosure of
the means to access such information or disclosure of the means to put it into an
intelligible form may amount to interference with an individual’s right to respect for
their private and family life.
3.37 Such interference will be justifiable under Article 8 of the European Convention on
Human Rights and in accordance with the Human Rights Act 1998 only if the
conduct being required or taking place is both necessary and proportionate and in
accordance with the law. The provisions in Part III are designed to meet the
requirements that such activities are in accordance with law and to provide
guidance to ensure that the activities are, in fact, both necessary and take place in
a proportionate manner.
3.38 The person giving appropriate permission and, where different, the person with that
permission must believe that the imposition of a disclosure requirement by a notice
is necessary. They should consider whether other means to obtain the protected
information in an intelligible form have failed, or would be bound to fail, for example
that the person in possession of the key has not provided voluntarily the protected
information in an intelligible form or would not do so.
3.39 They must also believe the imposition of that requirement to be proportionate to
what is sought to be achieved by obtaining the disclosure of the protected
information in an intelligible form or the disclosure of the means to gain access to
the protected information or to put it in an intelligible form – that the disclosure
requirement is no more than is required in the circumstances. This involves
balancing the extent of the intrusiveness of the interference with an individual’s right
to respect for their private life against the benefit to the investigation or operation
being undertaken by a relevant public authority in the public interest. The conduct
authorised should offer a realistic prospect of bringing the expected benefit and
should not be disproportionate or arbitrary.
3.40 Consideration should be given to any interference with the privacy of individuals
who are not the subject of the intended conduct. An application for appropriate
permission to give a notice should state whether the disclosure sought is likely to
give rise to a degree of collateral intrusion into privacy. A person applying for
appropriate permission must also consider using measures including to reduce the
extent of collateral intrusion. Where it is possible to do so, the application should
specify those measures. These circumstances and measures will be taken into
account by the person able to grant permission when considering an application for
appropriate permission under Part III of the Act.
3.41

The following elements of proportionality should therefore be considered:
•
•
•
•

The extent of the proposed interference with privacy against what is sought to
be achieved;
How and why the methods to be adopted will cause the least possible
interference to the subject and others;
Whether the activity is an appropriate use of the legislation and a reasonable
way, having considered all reasonable alternatives, of obtaining the necessary
result;
What other methods, as appropriate, were either not implemented or have
been employed but which are assessed as insufficient to fulfil operational
objectives without the use of the proposed conduct.
13

3.42 Taking all these considerations into account in a particular case, an interference
with the right to respect of individual privacy may still not be justified because the
adverse impact on the privacy of an individual or group of individuals is too severe.
3.43 No interference with privacy should be considered proportionate if the information
which is sought could reasonably be obtained by other less intrusive means. Any
conduct that is excessive in the circumstances of both the interference and the aim
of the investigation or operation, or is in any way arbitrary, will not be proportionate.
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4 Rules on giving notices
4.1

There are a number of statutory requirements that must be met before any
disclosure requirement is imposed. Primarily only a person with appropriate
permission may impose a disclosure requirement upon a person in respect of
specific protected information. Schedule 2 to the Act defines persons able to grant
appropriate permission, persons capable of having appropriate permission and
describes the circumstances in which appropriate permission can be obtained.

Who may give notices?
4.2

Any public authority may, in the exercise of its functions, seek permission to serve
a notice in relation to protected information that has already been obtained
lawfully or in relation to protected information which is not yet in their lawful
possession where they have a reasonable expectation of obtaining it.

Who may notices be served upon?
4.3

Section 49 notices may potentially be served on a wide variety of individuals,
bodies or organisations. Individuals using products or services to protect data
under their control, and businesses involved in producing or supplying such
products or services, or using such technologies themselves could, conceivably,
be in a position to disclose protected information in an intelligible form or to
disclose a key required to put such information into an intelligible form.

4.4

Disclosure requirements are most likely to be imposed on individuals who have
protected information directly relevant to an investigation or operation and are
themselves a subject of, or are connected to, the investigation or operation. As a
consequence of the way that information protection or cryptographic and other
information technologies work, disclosure requirements may also be imposed on a
person who has a relevant key to protected information by virtue of a personal or
business relationship with an individual subject of, or connected to, an investigation
or operation.

4.5

It is important in all circumstances where a notice is being contemplated that careful
consideration is given by the person intending to seek appropriate permission or
the person able to give that permission to whether a notice should be given, and if
so, who should be given the notice. Where the imposition of a disclosure
requirement upon a corporate body or firm is being considered, the person
intending to seek appropriate permission must determine that body or firm would be
able to comply with the proposed disclosure requirement and must determine which
individual it should be served upon. That person may have a role for receiving legal
notices and may have, or can call upon, the necessary technical expertise.

4.6

The imposition of a disclosure requirement upon a corporate body or firm without
any prior consultation should be undertaken rarely and only in special
circumstances. This is principally to be when there are reasonable grounds for
believing that to do otherwise would prejudice an investigation or operation
including where the corporate body or firm was suspected of complicity in unlawful
conduct.
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4.7

Prior consultation with a corporate body or firm must address the technical and
practical implications for the business of a proposed disclosure requirement. This
might include any unduly significant disruption to its business that would, or might,
occur and any significant impact on the security of its operations that might expose
it and its clients to risk or damages particularly when a requirement for disclosure of
key material is being proposed. The business may require reasonable time to
consider if it is technically able to meet the proposed requirement and, if so, to
agree in what time the requirement can be met and, to the extent relevant, at what
cost to the business.

4.8

Ordinarily a notice to a corporate body or firm should be served upon a central point
of contact for legal or technical matters and should never be served upon an
individual in a local office or branch without reference to that central point of
contact.

Application for appropriate permission
4.9

Applications for appropriate permission must be made in writing or electronically to
a person able to give appropriate permission, for example a person holding judicial
office. The person making the application will be a person involved in conducting an
investigation or operation for a public authority. The applicant may be an individual
who is seeking appropriate permission or is seeking the grant of appropriate
permission on behalf of another person within the public authority.

4.10 Persons able to give appropriate permission should not grant permission in relation
to investigations or operations in which they are directly involved, although it is
recognised that this may sometimes be unavoidable, especially in the case of small
organisations or where it is necessary to act urgently or for security reasons.
4.11 Persons who grant, or who have, appropriate permission must have current working
knowledge of human rights principles, specifically those of necessity and
proportionality, and how they apply to the investigation of protected electronic data
under Part III of the Act and this code.
4.12 Applications may be made orally in exceptional urgent circumstances10 but a
record of that application must be made in writing or electronically within one
working day.
4.13 Applications – the original or a copy of which must be retained by the person with
the appropriate permission – must:
• include the name (or designation)11 and the office, rank or position held by the
person making the application;
• where it is different from the applicant, include the name (or designation) and
the office, rank or position held by the person for whom appropriate permission
is being sought;
• include the operation name (if applicable) to which the application relates;
• specify the grounds on which the imposition of a disclosure requirement is
necessary whether:
–
in the interests of national security;
–
for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime;
–
in the interests of the economic well-being of the United
Kingdom; or

10

See paragraph 4.34

11

The use of a designation rather than a name will be appropriate only for persons in one of the intelligence
services.
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–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

for the purpose of securing the effective exercise or proper
performance by any public authority of any statutory power or
statutory duty (and must identify that power or duty);
describe the protected information which has been, or is likely to be, lawfully
obtained;
confirm the statutory power or other lawful means by which the protected
information has been, or is likely to be, lawfully obtained;
explain why it is reasonably believed that the person on whom it is intended to
serve a section 49 notice has possession of a key or keys to the protected
information described in the application;
explain the scope of the disclosure requirement, why the imposition of that
requirement is considered necessary and proportionate to what is sought to
be achieved by its imposition;
provide an assessment of the capability, technical or otherwise, of the person
on whom it is intended to serve a notice to undertake the disclosure
requirement;
consider and, where appropriate, describe any meaningful collateral intrusion –
the extent to which the privacy of any individual not under investigation may be
infringed and why that intrusion is justified in the circumstances;
explain why it is not reasonably practicable to acquire or obtain access to the
protected information in an intelligible form by some other method without
serving a section 49 notice;
explain to whom the disclosure will be made, how the disclosed material will be
handled, stored and safeguarded from unnecessary further disclosure; and
identify and explain any urgency for which the proposed disclosure requirement
is necessary.

Obtaining appropriate permission
4.14

The decision to grant appropriate permission by a person able to do so shall be
based upon information presented to them in an application. The grant of
appropriate permission to any person must be in writing or, if not, in a manner that
produces a record of it being granted.

4.15

The record of the grant of appropriate permission may take the form of a
countersignature to the application, may be separate from that or be included in
any warrant or order being given at the same time.

4.16

The exercise of appropriate permission by a person who has that permission by
virtue of their rank or holding a designated office or position (in the police, NCA,
HMRC and members of HM forces) may be undertaken by them upon
application from a person who would otherwise need to obtain appropriate
permission. A record of the decision to exercise appropriate permission by a
person who has that permission should be kept in the same way as if permission
were being obtained from a person able to grant it.

Format of notices
4.17

The statutory requirements of the Act12 mean that any notice imposing a
disclosure requirement in respect of any protected information:
(a) must be given in writing or in a manner that produces a record which
includes the date and time it was given;

12

See section 49(4)
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(b)

must describe the protected information to which the notice relates and,
where known and where appropriate, identify any key to the protected
information;

(c) must specify the grounds on which the notice is necessary including where
appropriate the statutory power or duty within the meaning of section
49(2)(b) (ii) of the Act;
(d) must specify the office, rank or position of the individual giving the notice, and
where appropriate and helpful to do so, their name (or designation);
(e) must specify the office, rank or position of the person who granted permission
for the notice to be given and where appropriate, which will ordinarily be the
case, the name (or designation) of that person. If the person giving the notice
does so without another person’s permission, the notice must set out why the
person giving the notice is entitled to do so;
(f) must specify the time by which the notice is to be complied with, which must
be reasonable in all the circumstances; and
(g) must set out clearly the extent of the disclosure required – whether a disclosure
of the protected information in an intelligible form, or a disclosure of the means
to either or both access the protected information and put it in an intelligible
form – and must set out clearly how the disclosure is to be made.
4.18 A notice cannot require any person to make a disclosure to someone other than
the person giving the notice, or such other person as is specified or identified in
the notice where disclosure to another person is in accordance with the notice. For
example, an investigator giving the notice may require disclosure to be made to a
technical facility or to a named technician.
4.19 Section 49 notices must describe the form and manner in which the required
disclosure of information is to be made (as described in paragraph 4.17 above).
Notwithstanding this, it is best practice that the person giving the notice seeks, so
far as possible, to agree with the person given the notice or with their professional
legal adviser the manner in which the required disclosure should take place. The
conditions under which compliance with the disclosure requirement takes place
must be reasonable and practicable in all circumstances.
4.20 Notices should explain clearly that it is an offence to knowingly fail to make the
required disclosure (section 53 of the Act) and, where a secrecy requirement is
being imposed explain the “tipping off” offence (section 54 of the Act).
4.21 Section 49 notices, including those which impose a secrecy requirement, should
clarify that if the recipient has any doubt what they are required to do in response to
the notice, they should contact a professional legal adviser.

Authenticity of notices
4.22 It is essential that any person who is given a notice is able to confirm its
authenticity should they need to do so. Where such assurance is required the
person given notice or their professional legal adviser should contact NTAC or
the appropriate public body with responsibility as set out in paragraph 3.10 to
seek confirmation that the notice is authentic and lawful. No secrecy requirement
contained in the notice will prevent this disclosure to NTAC or to the appropriate
public body.
4.23 In practice the giving of a notice will be a stage in the progress of an investigation or
operation and the person given the notice will usually have been involved earlier in
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that process, either as a consequence of their arrest or having been identified as
being in possession of a key to the relevant information.
4.24 In addition to the statutory requirements all written notices must include a unique
reference number, must identify the public authority and must provide the address
of an office and a published contact telephone number using which the recipient of
a notice may check its authenticity by speaking with the person who gave
permission for the notice to be given or to another appropriate member of staff.
4.25 Where a notice has been given in exceptional and urgent circumstances, the
notice must always include contact details for the person who gave appropriate
permission for the notice to be given.
4.26 Public authorities must provide a means for authenticating any notice they give at
whatever time the notice is given. In addition, the person giving the notice should,
when doing so in person, carry sufficient identification to confirm their office, rank or
position and, if requested to do so, should produce that identification to the person
being given the notice.

Description of the protected information
4.27 Persons applying for appropriate permission must ensure that their application
describes the protected information which has been, or is likely to be, lawfully
obtained and in relation to which a disclosure requirement is sought to be imposed
as precisely as possible. Where appropriate permission is granted or where a
person has appropriate permission without another person’s permission the
consequent notice must similarly describe the protected information.
4.28 Any notice must be in sufficient detail to enable the person given the notice to be
clear about the protected information to which it relates and to enable identification
of any, or all, keys (including any session key) which would enable the data to be
put into an intelligible form. The information can be described by reference to file
names, usernames, dates and times or by any other identifiers of data, storage
media, software or hardware. Where a key to the protected information can be
identified the identity of the key should be included in the notice.
4.29 In some cases, it may be appropriate in order to identify or to confirm the
identification of the protected data to include in, attach to or accompany the notice
some or all of the protected information or a copy of some or all of it.
4.30 In respect of protected information likely to be obtained it may not always be
practicable to describe the information in the same detail or as precisely as
information that has been obtained – although a fuller description may be provided
subsequently in the form of a schedule to the original notice.

Time to comply with a notice
4.31 The time by which any notice has to be complied with must be reasonable and
realistic in all the circumstances and must take into account the practical and
technical requirements of undertaking the disclosure. It will vary depending on the
type and extent of the disclosure required.
4.32 Any person given a notice or to be given a notice should be afforded a reasonable
period of time to seek legal or technical advice before complying with it. Equally
where appropriate to do so any person who will or may be given a notice should
have time to take such advice before the notice is given.
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4.33

Where appropriate the time period will be related to the duration of the underlying
statutory power whereby the protected information has come into the possession
of the public authority or is likely to do so.

4.34

In exceptional urgent circumstances it is possible that the time by which the
notice is to be complied with may be curtailed. Examples of circumstances in
which immediate compliance with a notice may be appropriate are:
• an immediate threat to life such that a person’s life might be endangered if the
period of time for compliance were not curtailed;
• an exceptionally urgent operational requirement where, within no more
than 48 hours of the notice being given compliance with that notice will
directly assist the prevention or detection of the commission of a serious
crime13 and the making of arrests or the seizure of illicit material, and
where that operational opportunity will be lost if the period for compliance
with the notice were not curtailed; or
• a credible and immediate threat to national security or a time critical or
unique opportunity to secure, or prevent the loss of, information of vital
importance to national security where that threat might be realised, or that
opportunity lost, if the period for compliance with the notice were not
curtailed.

Explaining the notice
4.35 The person giving the notice should take steps to explain, as far as is practicable
and necessary (and to the extent such an explanation has not been offered before
the notice is given), the contents of the notice and what is required to be done to
comply with it. In particular the person giving the notice must be prepared to explain:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

on what grounds the disclosure requirement is being imposed;
what is the relevant protected information;
what is required to be disclosed, by when and to whom;
any requirement to disclose a key (if appropriate) with clarification that the
choice of which key to disclose is open to the recipient of the notice if that
key, including any relevant session key, gives access to the information or
puts it into an intelligible form;
any secrecy provision (if appropriate);
the consequences of not complying with the notice;
that the person given the notice is entitled to seek legal advice about the
effect of the notice and the provisions of the Act; and
how the authenticity of the notice may be confirmed.

4.36 The person given notice must be provided with a copy of the notice which they
may retain.

Amending a notice
4.37 Amendment of a notice may be required and can only be undertaken in restricted
circumstances which clarify or alleviate the imposition of the disclosure requirement.
These are when:

•

13

•
•
•
•

the protected information can be identified more precisely;
the disclosure requirement can be specified more accurately;
the time to comply with the notice can be extended;
a secrecy requirement can be removed; or
where the disclosure should be made to a person not specified in the original
notice.

See Section 81(2) of the Act
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4.38 In these cases, the amendment to the notice must:
• be undertaken in writing to the person given the notice or, if not, in a manner that
produces a record of the amendment which the person given the notice may
retain;
• cross reference the original unique reference number;
• record the date and time of the amendment; and
• record the name or designation and the office, rank or position held by the person
amending the notice (who shall be the person who gave the notice or a person
who, in the same circumstances, could have given that notice).
4.39 Any amendments to a notice must reflect the considerations of necessity and
proportionality upon which the original notice was given. This means the scope of a
notice or the disclosure requirement it imposes can never be extended by any
amendment nor can the time to comply be curtailed. In those circumstances a new
notice must be given.
4.40 The grounds for which a notice is given can never be amended, nor can a secrecy
requirement be imposed by amending a notice which did not contain such a
requirement. Appropriate permission must be obtained to give a notice for a different
purpose or to impose a secrecy requirement.

Withdrawal of a notice
4.41 The person who had the appropriate permission to give the notice or the person who
gave the notice shall withdraw it if, at any time after giving the notice and before any
disclosure is made, it is no longer necessary for the person given notice to comply
with it, or the disclosure required by the notice is no longer proportionate to what
was sought to be achieved.
4.42 Withdrawal of a notice must:
•

be undertaken in writing to the person given the notice or, if not, in a manner
that produces a record of the notice having been withdrawn and confirms
that a disclosure is no longer required;
• identify, by reference to its unique reference number, the notice being
withdrawn;
• record the date and, when appropriate to do so, the time when the notice was
withdrawn; and
• record the name (or designation) and the office, rank or position held by the
person withdrawing the notice.

Contributions to Costs
4.43 Should any person or persons incur costs in complying with a notice an appropriate
contribution towards those costs may be made by the public authority that has
imposed the disclosure requirement or obtained appropriate permission to impose
that requirement.
4.44 In practice, the issue of costs will be most relevant where a third party is assisting in
an investigation or operation and should be dealt with in preliminary discussions
between the public authority and the person to be given the notice or any person in a
company or a firm who is responsible for assisting the execution of disclosure
requirements imposed upon the company or firm. Such discussions should also
address any costs that might be incurred preparatory to meeting a requirement which
is then not imposed or is withdrawn.
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Confirmation of compliance with a notice
4.45 Where a notice has been complied with, in full or as fully as practicable in the
circumstances, the person with appropriate permission for giving the notice or the
person who gave the notice must provide written confirmation of that fact to the
person given the notice and, where different, also to the person who has undertaken
the disclosure.
4.46 Where a disclosure is required to be made other than to the person who gave the
notice (for example to a technical facility or a named technician) the person to whom
the disclosure is made must provide the person who gave the notice and the person
making the disclosure with confirmation, in writing or in a manner that produces a
record, that the notice has been, or appears to have been, complied with. Such
confirmation must be provided as soon as is practicable.
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5 Rules on effect of imposing disclosure
requirements
Discloure of protected information in an intelligible form
5.1 The effect of giving a notice to a person who, at the time the notice is served, is
in possession of both the protected information14 and a means of obtaining
access to the information and of disclosing it in intelligible form (using a key or
keys) is that he:
• may use any key or keys in his possession to gain access to the
information or to put it into an intelligible form;
• is required to disclose the information described in the notice in an intelligible
form; and
• is required to make that disclosure in accordance with the notice.
5.2 The person given notice to disclose the information in an intelligible form can
nonetheless choose to disclose any key or keys giving access to the information
in an intelligible form, together with any relevant details of the cryptographic or
other process used to protect the information.
5.3 Voluntary disclosure of the key or keys providing access to the protected
information in an intelligible form, to the person to whom disclosure of the
intelligible information was required, and by the time that disclosure was
required, will mean that the person given a notice to disclose the information in
an intelligible form shall have complied with the requirement imposed on him to
do so.
5.4 Where a disclosure requirement is to be imposed upon a business or service
provider in order to assist an investigation or operation, appropriate consideration
must be given to minimising any actual or possible disruption to the business or
service, or any actual or possible breach of confidence, inconvenience or
unfairness to the customers of the business or users of the service.

14

Possession of the protected information includes being provided with the protected information, or a

copy of it, that has come into the possession of any person
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6 Special Rules on the effect of
imposing disclosure requirements
Disclosure of the means to access protected information or to
put it into an intelligible form
6.1 This section concerns the circumstances in which a notice can be complied with only
by the disclosure of a key. In other words:
• requiring disclosure of the means to access protected information, or
• requiring disclosure of the means to put protected information into an intelligible
form.
6.2 No notice shall require the disclosure of a key unless a direction is given that the
disclosure requirement can only be complied with by the disclosure of a key. Such a
direction can be given by (a) the person who granted permission to give the notice, (b)
a person with the power to grant permission.

Special circumstances requiring disclosure of a key
6.3 The Act imposes extra conditions upon requiring disclosure of a key, in addition to
those for requiring the disclosure of protected information in an intelligible form.
6.4 No person able to do so shall give a direction that a disclosure requirement can be
met only by disclosure of a key unless that person believes:
• that there are special circumstances of the case which mean that the purposes
for which the disclosure notice is necessary would be defeated, in whole or in
part, if a key was not required to be disclosed, and
• that the requirement for disclosure of a key is proportionate to what is sought to
be achieved by preventing compliance with the disclosure requirement other than
by disclosure of a key.
6.5 Matters to be considered in determining such proportionality include the extent and
nature of any protected information (other than that to which the disclosure
requirement relates) which is protected by the same key and any adverse effect that
a disclosure requirement might have on a business carried on by the person on
whom the requirement is imposed.
6.6 This means that the person giving a direction that a key is required to be disclosed
must consider the actual or potential collateral intrusion that will or may arise from
disclosure of the key and its application to specified protected information that has
come into the possession of any person or is likely to do so or might do so.
6.7 Although the special circumstances for giving direction to require the disclosure of a key
will vary with each case as will the proportionality of doing so, such a requirement may
be appropriate where:
• trust is an issue – where there is doubt about the integrity of the person or
organisation being asked to comply with a disclosure requirement, for example the
person or organisation concerned is suspected of involvement in criminality or of
protecting another person or persons involved in criminality;
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• credibility is an issue – where a prior disclosure of protected information in an
intelligible form, whether undertaken voluntarily or in supposed compliance with a
notice, is demonstrably incomplete;
• timeliness is an issue – if a person or organisation has the key to protected
information but cannot, for whatever reason and having been given the opportunity
to do so, provide the information in an intelligible form in exceptional urgent
circumstances;
• the content of the intelligible information is an issue – where the person required to
make the disclosure or a person able to undertake the disclosure on their behalf
might find the intelligible form of the material offensive, obscene or otherwise
distressing or it is important in the interests of justice that they do not view or be
reminded of the material;
• the key itself has evidential value – where there is reasonable belief that the key
may provide evidence linking a person or persons to an offence or offences, for
example where a person seeks to deny responsibility for protected information in
their possession but a password or pass-phrase for the key is personal to the
person being served the notice or is indicative of the material it protects. In practice
it will be very rare for an investigator to reasonably believe there is a single key to
the protected information which has evidential value or, less likely still, that all keys
to the data have that value;
• practicality is an issue – where the key is divided into split-keys and it is not
practicable or possible for the holders of the split-keys, or sufficient number of
them, to act together to provide access to protected information or to disclose it in
an intelligible form it may be necessary to require disclosure of one or more splitkeys.
6.8 Particular care must be taken when considering the imposition of a requirement to
disclose a key upon a provider of financial services in view of the crucial role that
protected information has in the financial services sector. No such requirement should
be imposed upon any company or firm authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority
without prior notification to the Chief Executive of the Authority or a person designated
by them for that purpose. The period of notification will be reasonable in all the
circumstances of any instance.
6.9 Such notification to the Financial Conduct Authority will include sufficient detail to
enable the Authority to understand why the requirement to disclose a key is sought to
be imposed. The Authority shall consider whether the proposed disclosure
requirement raises any concerns for or risks to its statutory objectives of maintaining
market confidence, promoting public understanding of the financial system, the
protection of consumers and the reduction of financial crime. If so, the Chief Executive
of the Authority or the person designated by them will inform the applicant, or a senior
official of the public authority, of those concerns or risks and the applicant must
reconsider the proposed disclosure requirement taking account of those concerns or
risks.

Notices requiring disclosure of a key
6.10

Where a direction has been given that a notice can be complied with only by
disclosure of a key, the notice must explicitly state that the person to whom the notice
is given may choose which key to disclose. The only requirement is that the key is
capable of either obtaining access to the protected information or rendering it
intelligible or both.

6.11

Where the person given a notice is able to comply with a requirement to disclose a
key without disclosing all of the keys in his possession, and where there are different
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keys, or combinations of keys, that would enable compliance with the notice, the
person given the notice may choose which key or combination of keys to disclose.
6.12

Where a disclosure requirement is imposed on any person by a section 49 notice and:
• that person is not in possession of the information (either because they do not
have the information, have not acquired the information or cannot be given
possession);
• that person is incapable, without the use of a key that is not in his possession, of
obtaining access to the information and of disclosing it in an intelligible form (or so
disclosing it); or
• the notice states that it can only be complied with by the disclosure of a key to the
information;
the effect of imposing that disclosure requirement is that the person given the notice
shall be required, in accordance with the notice imposing the requirement, to disclose
any key to the protected information that is in his possession at a relevant time. A
“relevant time” is the time when the notice is given or any subsequent time before the
time by which the disclosure requirement has to be complied with.

6.13 Where a person has been given notice requiring that a key be disclosed, they may
choose which key or keys to disclose together with any other requested relevant
details of the cryptographic methods in use, including the relevant algorithm. The
information given should be sufficient to allow the person giving the notice or the
person to whom disclosure is required to be made, to put the protected information
described in the notice into intelligible form.
6.14 The recipient of a notice may disclose an alternative key such as a ‘session key’ if it
enables the same access or functionality as any relevant longer term key would have
enabled.
6.15 No person shall be required to disclose any key or keys other than those which are
sufficient to enable the protected information described in the notice to be put into
intelligible form – even if the person given a notice to disclose a key is in possession of
more than one key to that information. This also means that where a key is held within a
multiple key store, for example among a number of keys on a smart card, necessary
arrangements should be made to enable the person given the notice to abstract the key
and disclose it using alternative storage media.
6.16 Where a person is required by a section 49 notice to make a disclosure in respect of
any protected information and that person:
• has had possession of the key to the protected information but no longer has
possession of it;
• would have been required by the notice to disclose the key if it had continued to
be in his possession; and
• when given the notice, or within the time by which the notice must be complied
with, is in possession of any information that would facilitate the obtaining or
discovery of the key or the putting of the protected information into an
intelligible form;
the effect of the disclosure requirement is that they shall be required to disclose all such
information to the person to whom they would have been required to disclose the
protected information in an intelligible form or the key. In other words, they are required
to disclose anything they have that assists putting the protected information into an
intelligible form.
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7 Keeping of records
7.1 Public authorities must retain copies of all written applications for permission to give a
section 49 notice. Such applications must be available for scrutiny by the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner.15 Public authorities may be required to justify to the
Commissioner the content of a particular application, or their general approach to, and
handling of applications and giving of notices.
7.2 All public authorities must maintain a central record of all applications for appropriate
permission to give notices, of advice given by NTAC or another appropriate public
body, of the grant of appropriate permission, of the giving of all notices and of
compliance with each notice. These records must be available for inspection by a
Judicial Commissioner appointed under Part 8 of the Investigatory Powers Act 2016,
and retained to allow the Investigatory Powers Tribunal, established under Part IV of
the Act, to carry out its functions.16
7.3 Applications for permission to give notices, records of the giving of and compliance
with notices, and information disclosed as a result of any notice, either directly or by
using disclosed key material, which relate to any living identifiable individual are likely
to constitute personal data and, therefore, can only be processed in accordance with
the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.
7.4 This code of practice does not affect any other statutory obligations placed on
public authorities to keep records under any other enactment. For example, where
applicable in England and Wales, the relevant test given in the Criminal Procedure
and Investigations Act 1996 and the code of practice under that Act. This requires
that material which is obtained in the course of an investigation and which may be
relevant to the investigation must be recorded, retained and revealed to the
prosecutor.

15

See Section 11 of this code

16

The Tribunal will consider complaints made up to one year after the conduct to which the complaint relates
and, where it is satisfied it is equitable to do so, may consider complaints made more than one year after
the conduct to which the complaint relates. See section 67(5) of the Act.
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8 Procedures for dealing with disclosed
material
Procedures for dealing with disclosed key material
8.1 The Act clearly indicates17 that it is the duty of every person18 whose officers or
employees include persons with duties that involve the giving of section 49 notices to
ensure that arrangements are in force to safeguard keys and key material obtained by
the imposition of disclosure requirements.
8.2 Such persons should ensure necessary arrangements are in force to secure:
• that any disclosed key is used only for obtaining access to, or putting into
intelligible form, protected information described in the notice as a result of which
the key was disclosed (or could have been described in such a notice had the
key not already been disclosed);
• that the use of any disclosed key is reasonable with regard both to the uses to
which the person with the key is entitled to put any protected information to which
the key relates and to the other circumstances of the case (in other words only
reasonable use may be made of any disclosed key);
• that the use of and retention of any disclosed key is proportionate to what is
sought by its use or retention, and where any key is retained, its retention must
be reviewed at appropriate intervals to confirm that the justification for its
retention remains valid (otherwise it should be destroyed);
• that the number of persons to whom any disclosed key is made available and the
number of copies made of the key, if any, are each limited to the minimum
necessary for the purpose of putting the protected information in an intelligible
form;
• that any disclosed key is stored, for as long as it is retained, in a secure manner.
The appropriate level of security for any disclosed key should be proportionate to
its intrinsic or financial value or to the sensitivity of the information protected by
the key, and should at least correspond to its security before disclosure;
• that all physical key material no longer required to be retained is returned to the
person who disclosed it;
• that all records of any disclosed key are destroyed permanently as soon as the
key is no longer required for the purpose of enabling protected information to be
put into an intelligible form.19
8.3

Such arrangements shall be recorded in writing setting out internal procedures for
the disclosure, copying, storage and destruction of any disclosed key material, which
minimise the availability of disclosed key material, and shall be agreed with the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner.

8.4

Extra care and security should be afforded to a key (a ‘multi-use key’) that has been
used to protect information in addition to the protected information in the possession
of the public authority or likely to come into its possession. Even though a person

17

Section 55 of the Act.

18

In particular the Secretary of State and every other Minister of the Crown in charge of a government
department, every chief officer of police, the Director General of the National Crime Agency and the
Commissioners of Revenue and Customs.

19

See paragraph 8.10
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given a notice is able to choose which key to disclose, they may disclose a multi-use
key. The person to whom disclosure is made should ensure that if a multi-use key is
disclosed they are aware of that and can protect the key appropriately.
8.5 Key material must be stored in a secure way such that it cannot be obtained without
physical access to the storage medium. For example, the use of a USB stick may be
appropriate. A laptop or other computer which is or could be attached to a public or
private network (e.g. by means of a wireless connection) would not, as it could
theoretically be accessed remotely.
8.6 Data should be secured behind an appropriate number of security zones using, where
possible, different methods of security. For example material requiring the highest
level of security should be stored in a combination safe, inside a locked store in an
access controlled office which itself is within a 24 hour guarded building. Access to the
data should not be possible by one person acting alone, requiring at least two people
to have to conspire to unlawfully use any key. For example the combination to a safe
in a locked store should not be known by a key holder of the store.
8.7 Where keys or copies of keys are made available to a person other than the person to
whom the key was disclosed a full audit trail must be maintained and be available for
inspection by the Commissioner.
8.8 The number of persons to whom the detail of any key or the fact of possession of a
disclosed key is made available must be limited to the absolute minimum necessary
to allow protected information to be made intelligible. This obligation applies equally
to disclosure to additional persons within an agency or public authority, to disclosure
outside the agency or public authority and to any data processing facility.
8.9 Under normal circumstances where protected information is put into an intelligible form
using a disclosed key, and that intelligible information is used in evidence or is
disclosed in criminal proceedings, copies of the key will similarly be required for
evidential or disclosure purposes (notwithstanding any necessary public interest
immunity).
8.10 Where a requirement for disclosure of a key is necessary in relation to protected
information obtained in exercise of a statutory power, that key will be handled with
the due care and attention required for any sensitive or valuable evidential material.
It shall be the duty of the person to whom the key is disclosed or the official in
charge of any processing facility to afford it a higher level of security if that is
necessary in the particular circumstances of the case and to protect the key
material from unauthorised disclosure.

Procedures for dealing with disclosed intelligible material
8.12 Intelligible information which is disclosed in compliance with a notice should be
handled with the same care and attention as other material that has been obtained
by means of a statutory power to seize or otherwise require the production of
documents or other property. Any loss or damage incurred by a relevant person
(within the meaning in section 55(5) of the Act) arising from any failure to safeguard
disclosed intelligible information may give rise to a civil action against the public
authority or the person responsible for that failure.

Damages
8.13 Should any person who has made a disclosure having been given a section 49
notice or whose own protected information or whose own key has been disclosed
as a consequence of a notice incur any loss or damage in consequence of:
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• any breach by a person on whom the duties to safeguard disclosed keys apply,
or
• any contravention of the arrangements for those safeguards made by any
person who is under the control of a person to whom section 55 of the Act
applies;
the injured person may take civil action in relation to such a breach or contravention
against the person on whom the duties to safeguard disclosed keys apply.
8.14 Any court hearing such proceedings shall have regard to any opinion with respect
to the matters to which the proceedings relate that is or has been given by the
Commissioner.
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9 Appropriate permission for giving of
notices
9.1 Any person using the powers in Part III, and specifically any person giving a
section 49 notice, must have appropriate permission to do so. Circumstances in
which appropriate permission may be granted or persons who have the
appropriate permission are described in Schedule 2 to the Act.
9.2 In general the permission to give a notice must be given by a person with at least
the same level of authority as that required for the exercise of any power to obtain
the protected information. With certain exceptions, the appropriate permission to
give a notice should, so far as is practical, be given by the same person authorising,
or who authorised, the use of any power to obtain the protected information.
9.3 No person can seek to obtain appropriate permission to give a notice without the
advice of NTAC or another appropriate public body to do so. Persons able to grant
appropriate permission for the giving of notices must ensure that the advice of NTAC
or another appropriate public body has been obtained before granting appropriate
permission.
9.4 Appropriate permission can never be given for a notice in respect of protected
information that has been obtained unlawfully by a public authority.

Appropriate permission granted by a judge20
9.5 Public authorities may always seek appropriate permission for giving a section 49
notice from a judge. Any member of a public authority will have appropriate
permission if, and only if, written permission for giving the notice has been granted
by:
•
•
•

a Circuit judge, in England and Wales;
a sheriff, in Scotland; or
a county court judge, in Northern Ireland.

9.6 Where such a judge has granted appropriate permission to give a section 49
notice, no further permission from any other person is required.
9.7 Where protected information has been obtained under statute but without a warrant
(other than by the police, HMRC, NCA or a member of HM forces) a person shall not
have the appropriate permission, even where permission is granted by a judge,
unless:
• They are the person who exercised the statutory power to obtain the protected
information (or is a person who could have exercised it); or
• They are the person to whom the protected information was provided or disclosed
(or is a person to whom provision or disclosure of the information would have
discharged the statutory duty); or
• They are or are likely to be such a person when the power is exercised or the
protected information provided or disclosed.

20

The term “judge” in this chapter includes sheriff in relation to Scotland
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Appropriate permission granted by a person holding
judicial office
9.8 Public authorities may obtain appropriate permission for giving a section 49 notice
from persons holding judicial office where protected information is likely to be, or
has been, obtained under a warrant issued by such a person holding judicial office,
that is to say:
•
•
•
•
•

any judge of the Crown Court or of the High Court of Justice;
any sheriff;
any justice of the peace;
any resident magistrate in Northern Ireland; or
any person holding any such judicial office as entitles him to exercise the
jurisdiction of a judge of the Crown Court or of a justice of the peace.

9.9 Appropriate permission may be given by the person who issues or issued the warrant
or by a person holding judicial office who would have been entitled to issue the
warrant. Such permission might be granted, for example, in relation to a search
warrant or production order under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 or the
Drug Trafficking Act 1994.
9.10 Any person will have appropriate permission if:
• before protected information is obtained, the warrant contained explicit
permission for giving section 49 notices in relation to protected information to be
obtained under the warrant or,
• subsequent to the issue of the warrant, written permission is granted for giving
section 49 notices in relation to protected information obtained under the
warrant.
9.11 Only a person who was entitled to exercise the power conferred by the warrant or
who is a person on whom the power conferred by the warrant was, or could have
been, conferred may have appropriate permission to give a notice in relation to
protected information obtained, or to be obtained, under a warrant issued by a
person holding judicial office. In other words, a person only has appropriate
permission if that person could execute, has executed or could have executed the
warrant.
9.12 Where protected information is obtained under a statutory power without a warrant
in the course of, or in connection with, the execution of a warrant containing
appropriate permission, or where material unconnected with a search warrant is
lawfully seized, for example under section 19 of the Police and Criminal Evidence
Act 1984 (‘PACE’), appropriate permission for giving a notice in respect of that
additional information will be required.

Appropriate permission granted by the Secretary of State
9.13 Where protected information is likely to be, or has been, obtained under a warrant
issued by the Secretary of State (for example an interception warrant under Part 2 of
the Investigatory Powers Act 2016, or an equipment interference warrant under Part
5 of that Act) appropriate permission for giving a section 49 notice in respect of that
information may be obtained from the Secretary of State.
9.14 Only persons holding office under the Crown, the police, a member of staff of the
NCA or HMRC may have the appropriate permission in relation to protected
information obtained, or to be obtained, under a warrant issued by the Secretary
of State.
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9.18 Such persons have appropriate permission if the warrant issued by the Secretary of
State contains permission for giving section 49 notices in relation to protected
information to be obtained under the warrant or, subsequent to the issue of the
warrant, the Secretary of State grants written permission for giving section 49
notices in relation to protected information obtained under the warrant.
9.19 The Secretary of State may also grant written permission for giving section 49
notices where protected information has come, or is likely to come, into the
possession of any of the intelligence services without a warrant or where protected
information has been, or is likely to be, obtained lawfully by any of the intelligence
services using a statutory power but without the exercise of a warrant21 or where
protected information is in the possession of any of the intelligence services, or is
likely to come into their possession, for example material voluntarily disclosed or
provided to any of the intelligence services.22
9.20 Where the Secretary of State’s permission is sought they must grant the
permission personally in writing or, in an urgent case, expressly authorise the
grant of permission in which case a senior official may sign it.23

Appropriate permission granted by an authorising officer
9.21 Where protected information is likely to be, or has been, obtained in consequence of
an authorisation under Part III of the Police Act 1997 (authorisation of otherwise
unlawful action in respect of property) appropriate permission for giving a section 49
notice may be obtained from an authorising officer within the meaning of section 93
of the 1997 Act or, in urgent cases, section 94 of that Act.
9.22 Where protected information is likely to be, or has been, obtained under an
equipment interference warrant issued by a law enforcement chief under Part 5 of
the Investigatory Powers Act 2016, appropriate permission for giving a section 49
notice may be obtained from the issuing law enforcement chief. If the warrant was
issued by an appropriate delegate, the appropriate permission may be given by
either the delegate or the law enforcement chief.
9.23 Any person will have appropriate permission if, before protected information is
obtained, the authorisation given under the 1997 Act or the warrant issued under the
2016 Act contained permission for giving notices in relation to protected information
to be obtained under the authorisation or warrant or, written permission is
subsequently granted for giving notices in relation to protected information obtained
under the authorisation or warrant.
9.24 Only the police, NCA and HM Revenue and Customs may have the appropriate
permission in relation to protected information obtained, or to be obtained, under an
authorisation under Part III of the Police Act 1997 or a warrant issued by a law
enforcement chief under Part 5 of the 2016 Act.

21

See paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 to the Act

22

See paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 2 to the Act

23

See paragraph 8 of Schedule 2 to the Act
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Appropriate permission granted by a person exercising a
statutory function
9.25 The police, NCA, HMRC and members of HM forces have appropriate permission,
without requirement for permission to be granted by a judicial authority, in relation to
protected information:
• that is likely to be, or has been, obtained by the exercise of a statutory power
(and is not information obtained under a warrant issued by the Secretary of
State, law enforcement chief or a person holding judicial office, or an
authorisation under Part III of the Police Act 1997, or information obtained by the
intelligence services), for example material obtained by the police under section
19 of PACE;
• that is likely to be provided or disclosed, or has been provided or disclosed, in
pursuance of a statutory duty;
• that is likely to come into possession of, or is in the possession of, the police, NCA,
HMRC or a member of HM forces under statute.
9.26 In these circumstances, if a section 49 notice is to require disclosure, such
permission may be given in line with the general requirements relating to
appropriate permission.

General requirements relating to appropriate permission
9.27 Paragraph 6 of Schedule 2 to the Act sets out general requirements relating to
persons having appropriate permission. A person can only have appropriate
permission in relation to any protected information if they have possession of the
protected information, or are likely to have possession of it, or are authorised to
act on behalf of such a person.
9.28 Where protected information has come into the possession of the police by means of
the exercise of powers conferred by section 44 or 47A of the Terrorism Act 2000
(power to stop and search), the appropriate permission to give a section 49 notice in
relation to that information must be granted by an officer holding at least the rank of
Assistant Chief Constable of a police force or the rank of Commander in the
Metropolitan Police Service or the City of London Police.
9.29 Where protected information has come into the possession of the police, NCA,
HMRC or a member of HM forces, a person shall not have appropriate permission
unless that person holds certain rank or designation (or is granted permission by a
person of such rank):
• Police – Superintendent or above;
• NCA – Director General or an NCA officer of or above such level as the
Director General may designate for this purpose;
• HMRC – the Commissioners for Revenue and Customs themselves or an
officer of their department of or above such level as they may designate for
this purpose;
• HM forces – Lieutenant Colonel or its equivalent or above.

Appropriate additional permission for giving directions for the
disclosure of keys
9.30 Where a disclosure requirement can only be met by disclosure of a key, appropriate
additional permission for giving such a direction is required in the following
circumstances:
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• for a direction by the police or a member of Her Majesty’s forces who is a
member of the police, by or with the permission of a chief officer of police;
• for a direction by NCA, by or with the permission of the Director General of the
NCA;
• for a direction by HMRC, by or with the permission of the Commissioners for
Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs;
• for a direction by a member of Her Majesty’s forces who is not a member of the
police force, by or with the permission of, or above, the rank of Brigadier (or
equivalent).
9.31 Any permission granted for giving a direction that a disclosure requirement can
only be met by disclosure of a key must be given expressly in relation to the
specific direction.
9.32 Any direction to disclose a key given by or with the permission of a chief officer of
police, the Director General of the NCA or the Commissioners for Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs must be notified to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner.
9.33 Any direction to disclose a key given by a member of Her Majesty’s forces shall
also be notified to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner. Notification to the
Commissioner of any direction to disclose a key must be given in writing or
electronically as soon as practicable and within no more than 5 working days of the
direction being given. Failure to do so will constitute a breach of this code.

Duration of appropriate permission
9.34 Permission granted to any person to give a section 49 notice can cease to have effect.
9.35 All persons who grant permission for the giving of notices must attach an appropriate
duration to all such permissions. Permission lasting for a lengthy period will always
need careful ongoing consideration particularly with regard to whether in the specific
circumstances the notice remains necessary and proportionate.
9.36 Permission, once granted, has effect – regardless of the cancellation, expiry or
discharge of any warrant or authorisation in which that permission is contained or to
which it relates – until such time, if any, as that permission:
• expires in accordance with the limitation on its duration that was contained in the
terms of the permission; or
• is withdrawn by the person who granted the permission or by a person holding
any office or other position that would have entitled that person to grant the
permission.
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10 Offences
10.1 The Act provides for two criminal offences: failure to comply with a notice (Section
53) and making an unauthorised disclosure (tipping-off) (Section 54).

Failure to comply with a notice
10.2 Where a person given a section 49 notice knowingly fails to make the disclosure
required they commit an offence. If the disclosure required is necessary in the
interests of national security, or in a child indecency case,24 they may be convicted
on indictment to a maximum of 5 years imprisonment25 or in any other case 2 years.
On summary conviction they may be liable to a maximum six-month term of
imprisonment or a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or both.
10.3 In proceedings against any person for failing to comply with a notice, if it is shown
beyond a reasonable doubt that they were in possession of a key to the protected
information at any time before the notice was given, that person shall be considered
to be in possession of that key at all subsequent times unless it is shown that the key
was not in their possession after the giving of the notice and before the time that they
were required to disclose it.
10.4 If the person fails to raise some doubt as to whether they had the key when the
notice was given or before any subsequent time by which they were required to
make the disclosure, that person shall be taken to have continued to be in
possession of that key.
10.5 A person shall be taken to have shown they were not in possession of a key to
protected information at a particular time if sufficient evidence of that fact is adduced
to raise an issue with respect to their not having had possession of the key. The
prosecutor has to prove the contrary beyond reasonable doubt.
10.6 It is a defence for a person to show it was not reasonably practicable to make the
disclosure required within the time limit given in the notice, for example for purely
technical reasons, but that the disclosure was made as soon afterwards as was
reasonably practicable.
10.7 A person shall have failed to comply with a notice where a disclosure is made and it
is shown beyond a reasonable doubt that the disclosure made is not in compliance
with the notice given, for example the information put into intelligible form is
demonstrably partial, incomplete or information other than the protected information
described in the notice.

Tipping off
10.8 Section 49 notices may contain a provision requiring the person to whom the notice
is given and every other person who is permitted to or who necessarily becomes
aware of it or of its contents to keep secret the giving of the notice, its contents and
24

A "child indecency case" means any case in which the grounds or imposing the disclosure requirement
were, or included, a belief that the requirement was necessary for the purpose of preventing or detecting
any offence within Section 53(7) of the Act.

25

Section 53 as amended by the Terrorism Act 2006 and the Policing and Crime Act 2009
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the things done to comply with it. The inclusion of a secrecy requirement in a notice
requires the consent of the person granting permission for the notice to be given or
for the person giving the notice to have that permission.
10.9 This secrecy requirement is designed to preserve – but only where necessary –
the covert nature of an investigation and to deter deliberate and intentional
behaviour designed to frustrate statutory procedures and assist others to evade
detection.
10.10 The circumstances in which a secrecy requirement may be imposed are restricted in
section 54 of the Act. There are two conditions;
• the first condition is that the protected information has come, or is likely to come, into
the possession of the police, NCA, HMRC or the intelligence services;
• the second condition is that the means by which the information was obtained
needs to be kept secret in order to maintain the effectiveness of an investigation
or operation or of investigative techniques generally, or in the interests of the
safety or well-being of any person.
10.11 Public authorities other than those specified in section 54 may not include a secrecy
requirement in their disclosure notices.
10.12 In imposing any secrecy requirement it is enough for any person giving consent for
that requirement or giving a notice including such a requirement to have considered
that there is a particular person from whom it is reasonable to withhold the
information.
10.13 Where a secrecy requirement is imposed, the notice must make this clear and the
person given the notice and any other person who needs to know about the notice
should be made aware explicitly of that requirement. The notice should also inform
the recipient that they may nonetheless approach a professional legal adviser for
advice about the effect of the provisions of Part III of the Act and that they may
revoke any key that is disclosed provided the underlying reason for its revocation is
not disclosed.
10.14 The tipping-off offence is committed by a person who makes a disclosure to any
other person of anything that they are required by the section 49 notice to keep
secret.
10.15 A notice containing a secrecy requirement can never be imposed upon a vulnerable
person or a child.

Automatic tipping-off
10.16 For security purposes, certain software has been designed to give an automatic
warning when a key has been disclosed or has ceased to be secure. This can
conflict with a secrecy requirement, although the person seeking permission to
give the notice should, so far as is practicable, establish whether the intended
recipient of the notice uses such software and if so what reasonable steps they
can take to prevent or defer such disclosure.
10.17 Where a disclosure occurs contrary to a secrecy requirement it is a defence for a
person to show that the disclosure was automatic and effected entirely by software
designed to indicate that a key to protected information has ceased to be secure
and they could not reasonably have prevented that taking place, whether after being
given the notice or becoming aware of it or its contents.
10.18 It is also a defence for a person to show that the disclosure was made by or to a
professional legal adviser as part of giving advice to a client of his about the effect
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of the provisions of Part III of the Act and that the person to whom or by whom the
disclosure was made was the client or a representative of the client; or where a
disclosure was made by a legal adviser in connection with any proceedings before
a court or tribunal.
10.19 If a disclosure is made by or to a professional legal adviser with a view to furthering
any criminal purpose that disclosure shall not be a defence in proceedings for a
Section 54 offence.

Authorised disclosure
10.20 It is not the intention of the Act to penalise individuals within organisations who, for
example, have been given a notice imposing a secrecy requirement but need the
assistance of another colleague in order to comply with the notice. That other
person must be made aware of the secrecy requirement. Should proceedings be
brought for an unlawful disclosure in respect of the notice it is a defence for a
person other than the person to whom the notice was given to show that they
neither knew nor had reason to suspect the notice contained a secrecy
requirement.
10.21 In section 54(9) the Act provides a statutory defence to unauthorised disclosure
where the disclosure was made to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner or was
authorised by the Commissioner; by the terms of the notice; by, or on behalf of, the
person who gave the notice or by, or on behalf of, a person in lawful possession of
the protected information to which the notice relates.
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11 Errors
11.1

This section provides information regarding errors. Proper application of the
provisions for in Part III of the 2000 Act should reduce the scope for making errors.
Public authorities will be expected to have thorough procedures in place to comply
with these provisions, including for example the careful preparation and checking
notices, reducing the scope for making errors.

11.2

Wherever possible, any technical systems should incorporate functionality to
minimise errors. A person holding a senior position within each public authority
must undertake a regular review of errors and a written record must be made of
each review.

11.3

An error must be reported to the IPC if it is a “relevant error”. Under section 231(9)
of the 2016 Act, a relevant error means any error by a public authority in complying
with any requirements which are imposed on it by virtue of any enactment and
which are subject to review by a Judicial Commissioner. This would include
compliance by public authorities with Part III of the 2000 Act. Examples of relevant
errors occurring would include circumustances where there has been a failure to
comply with any requirement imposed by Part III or this code, except where a
function is exercised with the permission of a judicial authority.

11.4

Errors can have very significant consequences on an affected individual’s rights
and in accordance with section 235(6) of the 2016 Act, all relevant errors made by
public authorities must be reported to the IPC by the public authority that is aware
of the error.

11.5

When a relevant error has occurred, the public authority that made the error must
notify the Investigatory Powers Commissioner as soon as reasonably practicable,
and no later than ten working days (or as agreed with the Commssioner) after it has
been established by appropriate internal governance processes that a relevant error
has occurred. Such internal governance processes are subject to review by the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner.Where the full facts of the error cannot be
ascertained within that time, an initial notification must be sent with an estimated
timescale for the error being reported in full and an explanation of the steps being
undertaken to establish the full facts of the error.

11.6

From the point at which the public authority identifies that a relevant error may have
occurred, they must take steps to confirm the fact of an error as quickly as it is
reasonably practicable to do so. Where it is subsequently confirmed that an error
has occurred and that error is notified to the Commissioner, the public authority
must also inform the Commissioner of when it was initially identified that an error
may have taken place.
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11.7

A full report must be sent to the IPC as soon as reasonably practicable in relation to
any relevant error, including details of the error and, where it has not been possible
to provide the full report within ten working days (or as agreed with the
Commissioner) of establishing the fact of the error, the reasons this is the case. The
report should include information on:
•

the cause of the error;

•

any unintended collateral intrusion;

•

any analysis or action taken;

•

whether any material has been retained or destroyed; and

•

a summary of the steps taken to prevent recurrence.

11.8

The Investigatory Powers Comissioner may issue guidance as necessary, including
guidance on the format of error reports. Public authorities must have regard to any
guidance on errors issued by the Investigatory Powers Commissioners.

11.9

In addition to the above (at paragraph 11.7) errors may arise where a notice has
been served as a result of the public authority having been provided with
information which later proved to be incorrect due to an error on the part of the
peron providing the information, but on which the public authority relied in good
faith. Whilst these actions do not constitute a relevant error on the part of the
authority which acted on the information, such occurrences should be brought to the
attention of the Investigatory Powers Commissioner. Where reporting such
circumstances to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner, the process outlined in
paragraph 11.6 apply as they apply to the reporting of a relevant error.

Serious errors
11.10 Section 231 of the Act states that the Investigatory Powers Commissioner must
inform a person of any relevant error relating to that person if the Commissioner
considers that the error is a serious error and that it is in the public interest for the
person concerned to be informed of the error. The Commissioner may not decide
that an error is a serious error unless he or she considers that the error has caused
significant prejudice or harm to the person concerned. The fact that there has been
a breach of a person’s Convention rights (within the meaning of the Human Rights
Act 1998) is not sufficient by itself for an error to be a serious error.
11.11 In deciding whether it is in public interest for the person concerned to be informed of
the error, the Commissioner must in particular consider:
•
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The seriousness of the error and its effect on the person concerned

•

The extent to which disclosing the error would be contrary to the public
interest or prejudicial to:
▪

national security;

▪

the prevention or detection of serious crime; or

▪

the economic well-being of the United Kingdom.

11.12 Before making his or her decision, the Commissioner must ask the public authority
which has made the error to make submissions on the matters concerned. Public
authorites must take all such steps as notified to them by the Investigatory Powers
Commissioner to help identify the subject of a serious error.
11.13 When informing a person of a serious error, the Commissioner must inform the
person of any rights that the person may have to apply to the Investigatory Powers
Tribunal, and provide such details of the error as the Commissioner considers to
be necessary for the exercise of those rights.
11.14 The IPC is not to keep under review the exercise of any function by virtue of Part
III of the Regulation of Investigatrory Powers Act 2000 which is exercisable with
the permission of a judicial authority (please see section 229(4)(c)). An example
would be where a public authority has been granted persmission by a judge to
give a notice.
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12 Oversight
12.1 The Investigatory Powers Act 2016 (IP Act) provides for an Investigatory Powers
Commissioner (‘the Commissioner’), whose remit includes providing independent
oversight of the exercise and performance of the powers and duties contained in
Part III – except where those powers and duties are being exercised by or with the
permission of a judicial authority – and adherence to the practices and processes
described by this code. By statute the Commissioner will be, or will have been, a
member of the senior judiciary and will be entirely independent of Her Majesty’s
Government or any of the public authorities authorised to use investigatory powers.
The Commissioner will be supported by inspectors and others, such as technical
experts, qualified to assist the Commissioner in his or her work. The Commissioner
will also be advised by the ‘Technical Advisory Panel’.
12.2 The Commissioner, and those that work under the authority of the Commissioner,
will ensure compliance with the law by inspecting public authorities and
investigating any issue which they believe warrants further independent scrutiny.
The Investigatory Powers Commissioner may undertake these inspections, as far
as they relate to the Commissioner’s statutory functions, entirely on his or her
own initiative.
12.3 The Commissioner will have unfettered access to all locations, documentation
and information systems as necessary to carry out their full functions and duties.
In undertaking such inspections, the Investigatory Powers Comissioner must not
act in a way which is contrary to the public interest or prejudicial to national
security, the prevention or detection of serious crime, or the economic well-being
of the UK (see section 229 (6) of the IP Act). A Commisisoner must in particular
not jeapordise the success of an intelligence, security or law enforcement
operation, compromise the safety or security of those involved, nor unduly
impede the operational effectiveness of an intelligence service, a police force, a
government department or Her Majesty’s forces (see section 229 (7) of the IP
Act).
12.4 All relevant persons authorities using investigatory powers must, provide all
necessary assistance to the Commissioner and anyone who is acting on behalf
of the Commissioner. Here a relevant person includes, among others, any person
who holds, or has held an office, rank or position with a public authority (see
section 235 (7) of the IP Act).
12.5 Anyone, including anyone working for a public authority, or a telecommunications
service provider, who has concerns about the way that investigatory powers are
being used may report their concerns to the Commissioner. In particular, any
person who exercises the powers described in the Act or this code must report to
the Commissioner any action undertaken which they believe to be contrary to the
provisions of this code. This may be in addition to the person raising concerns
through the internal mechanisms for raising concerns within the public authority.
12.6 The Commissioner must report annually on the findings of their audits,
inspections and investigations. This report will be laid before Parliament and will
be made available to the public, subject to any necessary redactions made in the
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public interest. Only the Prime Minister will be able to make redactions to the
Commissioner’s report.
12.7 The Commissioner may also report, at any time, on any of his or her
investigations and findings as they see fit. Public authorities and communications
service providers may seek general advice from the Commissioner on any issue
which falls within the Commissioner’s statutory remit. The Commissioner may
also produce whatever guidance they deem appropriate for public authorities on
how to apply and use Investigatory Powers.
12.8 The Commissioner’s relevant oversight responsibilities include:
• the exercise of functions by virtue of Part III of the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act 2000, and
• the adequacy of the arrangements by virtue of which the duties imposed by
section 55 of Part III are sought to be discharged.
12.9 Further information about the Investigatory Powers Commissioner, their office and
their work may be found at: www.ipco.org.uk
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13 Complaints
13.1 The Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT) has jurisdiction to consider and determine
complaints regarding public authority use of certain investigatory powers, including
those covered by this code, as well as conduct by or on behalf of any of the intelligence
agencies and is the only appropriate tribunal for human rights claims against the
intelligence agencies. Any complaints about the use of powers as described in this
code should be directed to the IPT.
13.2 The IPT is entirely independent from Her Majesty’s Government and the public
authorities who use investigatory powers. It is made up of members of the judiciary
and senior members of the legal profession. The IPT can undertake its own enquiries
and investigations and can demand access to all information necessary to establish
the facts of a claim and to reach a determination.
13.3 This code does not cover the exercise of the Tribunal’s functions. Should you wish to
find out more information about the IPT or make a complaint, then full details of how
to do so are available on the IPT website: http://www.ipt-uk.com. Alternatively
information on how to make a complaint can be obtained from the following address:
The Investigatory Powers Tribunal
PO Box 33220
London
SWIH 9ZQ
13.4 If you have received a determination or decision from the IPT that you are not satisfied
with then, in certain circumstances, you may have a right of appeal. The IPT will inform
you when you have that right of appeal and which court you should apply to in order
for your appeal application to be considered.
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